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For Audrey With Love Audrey
Hepburn And Givenchy
A charming guide to finding elegance in every aspect of
life, featuring rarely seen photographs and revelations
about the actress who perfected gracious living.
Propelled by popular titles such as Swell: A Girl's Guide
to the Good Lifeand Three Black Skirts: All You Need to
Survive, the decorum category touts plenty of trendy
advice. But no one has demonstrated the power of poise
as memorably as Audrey Hepburn, whose enchanting
essence on and off the screen has easily withstood the
test of time. Inspired by a beloved icon who balanced
sensibility and sex appeal, celebrity and humanitarian
efforts with evident ease, How to Be Lovelyexamines the
art of being a woman. More philosophy than biography,
Hepburn fans will uncover the deeply thinking, deeply
feeling woman who found success on the silver screen,
in her own home and in the world at large. Through
Hepburn's own words from interviews, what her friends
said and behind-the-scenes stories, readers will develop
a new outlook on their own careers, love lives, families,
wardrobes, finances, health concerns, friendships, and
the world at large. Published to coincide with Audrey
Hepburn's would be 75th birthday, How to Be
Lovelyfeatures an elegant design worthy of the book's
namesake. For the millions who continue to delight in
Breakfast at Tiffany's, Roman Holiday, and the woman
behind them all, this is the guide to living genuinely with
glamour and grace.
The unique writing of Ivy + Bean meets the pep of
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Clementine and the authentic humor of Dory
Fantasmagory in this chapter book series about two girls
with the same name and absolutely, definitely,
NOTHING else in common. Over the course of a week in
school, this bighearted, true-to-life chapter book will
resonate with any young reader who's ever felt
overlooked, second-best, or defined according to
someone else. The first in a series, Best Friends-Ish
provides a fresh take on the joys and traumas of
elementary school drama. More than anything, secondgrader Audrey wants to be the best at something. It
always feels like she's not-quite-enough—not smart
enough, not fast enough, not funny enough. When her
beloved Miss Fincastle announces that a new girl,
another AUDREY, is joining the class, Audrey suddenly
becomes Audrey L., which makes her feel worse than
ever. But is the new Audrey all bad? Might the two
Audreys have more in common than just their name?
And if the girls become friends, how will Audrey ever
figure out how to be her best self—if she can't even be the
best Audrey? Visually dynamic and narratively unique,
this chapter book series is perfect for fans of the Ivy +
Bean, Deckawoo Drive, and The Penderwicks series.
TONS OF ILLUSTRATIONS: The book has many black
and white illustrations throughout, providing newer
readers with the perfect on-ramp from early readers into
novels. There's something visual on every page.
EMPATHY READ FOR BEGINNING READERS: This
book is about embracing people's differences,
understanding their similarities, and making new friends.
COMING-OF-AGE IN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL: This
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book encourages young readers to consider and
celebrate the things that make them unique, while
recognizing that sharing some of those traits with
someone else isn't a bad thing. A DILEMMA EVERY KID
FACES: Having to share a name with a classmate is one
of the biggest nightmares for a kid. That extra last name
initial becomes a part of who you are for years to come.
It's an annoying, funny subject that kids everywhere will
relate to. UNFORGETTABLE, FUNNY WRITING: Carter
Higgins's writing is special. This storytelling is friendly,
funny, and genuinely good, with an unforgettable voice
that doesn’t sound like any other chapter books. Perfect
for: Beginning readers, Parents, Educators, Librarians,
Grandparents, Anyone looking for a new series, Readers
who love books set at school
For Audrey With LoveAudrey Hepburn and
GivenchyNorthSouth Books
A multi-faceted portrait of the acclaimed actress follows
Audrey Hepburn from her youth in Nazi-occupied
Europe, through her rise to stardom in some of the era's
most popular films, to her dedication to UNICEF, drawing
on studio archives and interviews with friends, family,
and colleagues to provide a full-scale study of her
extraordinary career and often turbulent private life.
Reprint. 40,000 first printing.
Now in paperback, an intimate look at the woman the
world adored, by the son who adored her with unique
photos, drawings, and other rare Audrey memorabilia.
She dazzled millions as Gigi. Eliza Doolittle. Holly
Golightly. But to her most adoring fan, Audrey Hepburn
was best known for her role as “Mummy.” In this
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heartfelt tribute to his mother, Sean Hepburn Ferrer
offers a rare and intimate glimpse into the life of one of
Hollywood's brightest stars. Audrey Hepburn, An Elegant
Spirit is a stunning compilation of nearly 300
photographs, many straight from the family album and
never before published; archival documents, personal
correspondence, and mementos; even paintings and
illustrations from the actress herself. Sean tells Audrey
Hepburn's remarkable story, from her childhood in wartorn Holland to the height of her fame to her autumn
years far from the camera and the crush of the
paparazzi. Sean introduces us to someone whose grace,
charm, and beauty were matched only by her insecurity
about her appearance and talent, and who used her hardwon recognition as a means to help children less
fortunate than her own. With this unique biography, Sean
celebrates his mother's history and humanity—and
continues her charitable work by donating proceeds from
this book to the Audrey Hepburn Children's Fund.
Audrey Hepburn - dancer, actor, model, movie star,
humanitarian, friend, mother.
Features over one hundred images of Audrey Hepburn
during her film career, daily life, and work with UNICEF,
accompanied by some of the photographer's personal
memories of her.
An essential follow-up to their New York Times
bestselling book, A Love Letter Life, Jeremy and Audrey
Roloff introduce Creative Love, a timeless relationship
book for couples that offers practical advice for creating
a fun, fulfilling, and forever love story. You may know the
Roloffs from the television show Little People, Big World,
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their Behind the Scenes podcast, or following their
growing family online. The Roloffs are passionate about
encouraging healthy, life-giving relationships. They share
relationship advice from a place of humility as they
continually learn what it means to love one another
creatively, intentionally, and faithfully, while pursuing a
godly marriage. Focusing on dating and marriage
through the lens of faith and creativity, Creative Love
provides insights on the following topics: Communicating
in ways that grow your love Adventuring together in
every season Preventing and resolving conflict in
creative ways Making traditions and commemorating
meaningful moments Giving unique gifts that say, "I see
you" Establishing values and dreaming together Pursing
God's design for love and marriage And more! Whether
you are beginning a new dating relationship, are recently
engaged, or have been married for decades, Creative
Love is inspiring for any stage of a romantic relationship.
This book: Shares the Roloffs' honest struggles, best
relationship practices, and steps to making an
unbreakable bond Provides a "Get Creative" challenge in
each chapter to help you put the ideas into action
Features a beautiful, romantic design and stunning
photography, including some never-seen-before photos
from the Roloffs' personal collection Includes
conversation starters and idea lists for going on dates,
giving gifts, and celebrating special moments Has a
presentation page to make gift-giving easy Is a perfect
gift for yourself--or your boyfriend, girlfriend, or
spouse--for Valentine's Day, engagement parties,
weddings, or anniversaries Join the Roloffs as they
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share real-life stories that invite you into meaningful
conversations, love-strengthening practices, and creative
ways to live the love story you'd want read back to you
one day!
‘I laughed my slippers off!’ Alexandra Brown

The sequel to Audrey Rose takes Janice Templeton
back to the death of Audrey Rose and the mystery of
where she is if she was reincarnated as Ivy
Templeton. Ivy, Janice's daughter, was also killed in
a car crash. Janice is determined to find the truth.
Drawing on examples from actress Audrey
Hepburn's extraordinary life, this book offers advice
on dating, seduction techniques and marriage; tips
on how to apply Audrey's style to twenty-first-century
clothes, make-up and accessories; insights into
raising children, taming husbands and achieving a
work-life balance; and lessons in philanthropy from
the star who used her fame to help others long
before Bono or Angelina.
Fashion goddess; UNICEF heroine; Givenchy's
twinkly-eyed muse: there'll never be anyone quite
like Audrey Hepburn. But there's more to the
effortlessly classy Hollywood starlet than meets the
eye. Did you know, for instance, that Audrey kept a
pet fawn named Pippin? That she was a gifted
linguist, fluent in five different languages? That she
inherited her poise from a Dutch baroness mother?
That there's a breed of snowy tulip named after her?
Or perhaps that Henry Mancini wrote 'Moon River'
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especially for her? Filled with fascinating facts and
stunning photos, 100 Reasons to Love Audrey
Hepburn reveals the woman behind the little black
dress.
It’s 5:00 a.m. on Fifth Avenue, and 16-year-old
Gemma Beasley is standing in front of Tiffany & Co.
wearing the perfect black dress with her coffee in
hand—just like Holly Golightly. As the cofounder of a
successful Tumblr blog—Oh Yeah Audrey!—devoted
to all things Audrey Hepburn, Gemma has traveled
to New York in order to meet up with her fellow
bloggers for the first time. She has meticulously
planned out a 24-hour adventure in homage to
Breakfast at Tiffany’s; however, her plans are
derailed when a glamorous boy sweeps in and offers
her the New York experience she’s always dreamed
of. Gemma soon learns who her true friends are and
that, sometimes, no matter where you go, you just
end up finding yourself.Filled with hip and sparkling
prose, Oh Yeah, Audrey! is as much a story of
friendship as it is a love letter to New York, Audrey
Hepburn, and the character she made famous: Holly
Golightly.
When two young rising stars—Hubert de Givenchy
and Audrey Hepburn—cross paths for the first
time—it's magic . . . literally, the perfect fit! All the
famous ladies want a Givenchy dress—actresses,
opera singers, princesses and the wife of a
president. When Audrey Hepburn has to figure what
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to wear for her next movie, she approaches
Givenchy, but he's too busy to design something just
for her. When encourages her to try on clothing from
within his collection, they're both stunned by what
they discover. Philip Hopman brings us a stylish and
compelling picture book about fashion and friendship
that fits like a glove!
Warrior: Audrey Hepburn completes the story arc of
Robert Matzen's Dutch Girl: Audrey Hepburn and
World War II. Hepburn's experiences in wartime,
including the murder of family members, her survival
through combat and starvation conditions, and work
on behalf of the Dutch Resistance, gave her the
determination to become a humanitarian for UNICEF
and the fearlessness to charge into war-torn
countries in the Third World on behalf of children and
their mothers in desperate need. She set the
standard for celebrity humanitarians and--according
to her son Luca Dotti--ultimately gave her life for the
causes she espoused.
Living Like Audrey is a captivating and insightful look
at an iconic woman who was an inspiration to many
and whose style, personality, and uniqueness
inspires generation after generation. Victoria
Loustalot (author of This Is How You Say Goodbye)
offers a fresh spin on what made Audrey Hepburn so
popular on film and off, what she had to say about
life and living it fully, and why we still have such a
strong emotional connection with her. With seldomPage 8/21
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seen photos and quotes from Audrey and those who
loved her throughout, Living Like Audrey turns the
spotlight on this remarkable woman's defining
characteristics and contains lessons on how we all
can be a little “more Audrey” in our daily lives.
So Audrey is the most coveted of compliments
among women who emulate Audrey Hepburn. To
her legions of female fans, from teens on up, she is
a paragon of class and style. Little black dress?
That's So Audrey! Ballet flats? So Audrey! of you! A
generous spirit? Well, it doesn't get any more
Audrey! than that. Legendary superstar, trendsetter,
and humanitarian Audrey Hepburn remains the
epitome of style, charm, and humility in the face of
enviable beauty for women of all ages. Filled with
fashion and beauty advice inspired by Audrey,
paired with gorgeous photos, this book imparts 59
little ways to put some Hepburn in your step.
From best-selling women’s author Angie Smith (I
Will Carry You, Mended) comes this sweet
children’s book about a stuffed animal named
Audrey Bunny who fears her imperfections make her
unworthy of a little girl’s love. She'll learn the truth
soon enough, and young readers will learn that
everyone is special and wonderfully made by God.
New York Times Bestseller Enter Audrey Hepburn’s private
world in this unique New York Times bestselling biography
compiled by her son that combines recollections, anecdotes,
excerpts from her personal correspondence, drawings, and
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recipes for her favorite dishes written in her own hand, and
more than 250 previously unpublished personal family
photographs. Audrey at Home offers fans an unprecedented
look at the legendary star, bringing together the varied
aspects of her life through the food she loved—from her
childhood in Holland during World War II, to her time in
Hollywood as an actress and in Rome as a wife and mother,
to her final years as a philanthropist traveling the world for
UNICEF. Here are fifty recipes that reflect Audrey’s life, set
in the context of a specific time, including Chocolate Cake
with Whipped Cream—a celebration of liberation in Holland at
the end of the war; Penne alla Vodka—a favorite home-awayfrom-home dish in Hollywood; Turkish-style Sea Bass—her
romance with and subsequent marriage to Andrea Dotti;
Boeuf à la Cuillère—Givenchy’s favorite dish, which she’d
prepare when he’d visit her in Switzerland; and Mousse au
Chocolat—dinner at the White House. Audrey also loved the
basics: Spaghetti al Pomodoro was an all-time favorite,
particularly when returning home from her travels, as was a
dish of good vanilla ice cream. Each recipe is accompanied
by step-by-step instructions, including variations and
preparation tips, anecdotes about Audrey and her life, and a
poignant collection of photographs and memorabilia. Audrey
at Home is a personal scrapbook of Audrey’s world and the
things she loved best—her children, her friends, her pets. It is
a life that unfolds through food, photographs, and intimate
vignettes in a sophisticated and lovely book that is a must for
Audrey Hepburn fans and food lovers.
Filled with stunning photographs, this fascinating tribute
illustrates and illuminates Hepburn's life. From her early years
as an ingénue to her status as an international icon of
elegance, it reveals how her unique beauty made her a
dream subject for designers and photographers alike.
Featuring her collaborations with Givenchy, and stills from the
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sets of her most famous Hollywood films, The Little Book of
Audrey Hepburn takes the reader on a journey through the
actress's career and reveals just how powerfully her image
resonates across the globe - even so long after her death.
A stunning photographic compilation showcasing Audrey
Hepburn’s iconic career in the 1950s—the decade that
solidified her place as one of the world’s greatest stars in film
and fashion. Devoted to her most influential decade, Audrey:
The 50s brings together in one volume the allure and
elegance that made Audrey Hepburn the most iconic figure in
modern fashion history. Photographed during the early days
of her career, both on the sets of Roman Holiday, Sabrina,
Funny Face, and other classic films, and in fashion photo
shoots by top photographers who adored and immortalized
her, these beautiful black-and-white and color images radiate
with Audrey’s waifish charm, ethereal beauty, and effortless
style. Renowned author, curator and photographic
preservationist David Wills has carefully selected this
collection of two hundred museum-quality photos that capture
Audrey in her prime as never before. Audrey: The 50s
displays this star at her brightest, and brings her legacy into
perfect focus. Among the highlights: Rare and classic images
digitally restored from vintage photographic prints, original
studio negatives and transparencies. Never-before-seen
publicity photos, scene stills and work shots from the sets of
Roman Holiday, Sabrina, Funny Face, Love in the Afternoon,
and The Nun’s Story. Previously unpublished "posed
candids" of Audrey at home. Beautifully restored
advertisements, fan magazine layouts, international film
posters and lobby cards. Quotes from photographers,
directors, and costars, including William Holden, Gregory
Peck, Fred Astaire, Billy Wilder, King Vidor, William Wyler,
Edith Head, Hubert de Givenchy, Richard Avedon, Cecil
Beaton, and Audrey herself.
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The author recounts the lives of her parents, popular Country
and Western stars whose alcoholism ended their lives
prematurely
“A sumptuous book which will delight idolaters of high fashion
and movie stardom.” —Times Literary Supplement Audrey
Hepburn is a sumptuous celebration of Hepburn as a beloved
fashion icon and actress. Karney tells the story of Hepburn’s
life, from her childhood in Nazi-occupied Holland, through her
early aspirations to become a ballet dancer, the instant and
universal acclaim of her onscreen debut and her years as one
of Hollywood’s most sought-after stars, to her later life
working among the poorest children of the Third World.
Karney’s book gives fans a rare view into the life of a
beloved star. Hepburn’s acting career began after a series of
minor revue and film roles in London. Hepburn was spotted
by the writer Colette, who immediately cast her in the central
role of a Broadway adaptation of her story, Gigi. Soon
afterwards, Hepburn was offered a role alongside Gregory
Peck in Roman Holiday, for which she collected an Oscar for
Best Actress. The book highlights all her success that
followed: she won the Tony Award for Best Actress for
Ondine, captivated audiences as Natasha in War and Peace,
and was highly praised for her brilliance in a serious role in
The Nun’s Story. Hepburn’s style was perfection, and her
clothes—many of them designed by Givenchy, who dressed
her for Funny Face in 1957—placed her on the world’s BestDressed Women list for several consecutive years. Her
personality and sensuous yet untouchable beauty made her
irresistible to the public. On Hepburn’s death, Liz Taylor said,
“God has a most beautiful new angel now that will know just
what to do in heaven.” Skyhorse Publishing, along with our
Arcade, Good Books, Sports Publishing, and Yucca imprints,
is proud to publish a broad range of biographies,
autobiographies, and memoirs. Our list includes biographies
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on well-known historical figures like Benjamin Franklin,
Nelson Mandela, and Alexander Graham Bell, as well as
villains from history, such as Heinrich Himmler, John Wayne
Gacy, and O. J. Simpson. We have also published survivor
stories of World War II, memoirs about overcoming adversity,
first-hand tales of adventure, and much more. While not every
title we publish becomes a New York Times bestseller or a
national bestseller, we are committed to books on subjects
that are sometimes overlooked and to authors whose work
might not otherwise find a home.
In this international bestseller from the beloved Little People,
BIG DREAMS series, discover the life of Audrey Hepburn, the
iconic Hollywood movie star. Audrey Hepburn grew up in
Arnhem in the Netherlands. After living through the hardships
of World War Two, she moved to study ballet in London. She
went on to star in plays and films, eventually becoming one of
the most iconic actresses of all time. This moving book
features stylish and quirky illustrations and extra facts at the
back, including a biographical timeline with historical photos
and a detailed profile of the actress's life. Little People, BIG
DREAMS is a best-selling series of books and educational
games that explore the lives of outstanding people, from
designers and artists to scientists and activists. All of them
achieved incredible things, yet each began life as a child with
a dream. This empowering series offers inspiring messages
to children of all ages, in a range of formats. The board books
are told in simple sentences, perfect for reading aloud to
babies and toddlers. The hardcover versions present
expanded stories for beginning readers. Boxed gift sets allow
you to collect a selection of the books by theme. Paper dolls,
learning cards, matching games, and other fun learning tools
provide even more ways to make the lives of these role
models accessible to children. Inspire the next generation of
outstanding people who will change the world with Little
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People, BIG DREAMS!
Audrey and Givenchy is a stunning showcase of the most
influential teaming of star and designer in fashion history:
Audrey Hepburn and Hubert de Givenchy. Legendary screen
star Aubrey Hepburn and designer Hubert de Givenchy were
a brilliant meeting of fashion-forward minds. Over the course
of their forty-year friendship and professional partnership,
both became fashion icons whose collaborations influenced
trends for generations to come -- the words "Audrey style" still
conjure images of ballet flats, little black dresses, bateau
necklines, capri pants, and countless stunning fashions. With
gorgeous photography throughout, Audrey and Givenchy is a
celebration of the duo's collaborations both onscreen and off,
featuring fashion profiles on such classic films as Sabrina,
Breakfast at Tiffany's, Charade, How to Steal a Million, and
Funny Face, as well as their greatest off-screen fashion hits
for awards shows and events.
A stunning tribute to one of America’s most beloved
icons—Audrey Hepburn. This nonfiction picture book is an
excellent choice to share during homeschooling, in particular
for children ages 6 to 8. It’s a fun way to learn to read and as
a supplement for activity books for children. From Roman
Holiday to Breakfast at Tiffany's, when Audrey Hepburn
starred in a movie, she lit up the screen. Her unique sense of
fashion, her grace, and, most important, her spirit made her
beloved by generations. But her life offscreen was even more
luminous. As a little girl growing up in Nazi-occupied Europe,
she learned early on that true kindness is the greatest
measure of a person—and it was a lesson she embodied as
she became one of the first actresses to use her celebrity to
shine a light on the impoverished children of the world
through her work with UNICEF.
From the #1 New York Times bestselling author of the
Shopaholic series comes a terrific blend of comedy, romance,
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and psychological recovery in a contemporary YA novel sure
to inspire and entertain. An anxiety disorder disrupts fourteenyear-old Audrey's daily life. She has been making slow but
steady progress with Dr. Sarah, but when Audrey meets
Linus, her brother's gaming teammate, she is energized. She
connects with him. Audrey can talk through her fears with
Linus in a way she's never been able to do with anyone
before. As their friendship deepens and her recovery gains
momentum, a sweet romantic connection develops, one that
helps not just Audrey but also her entire family.
Audrey Hepburn's legendary style and grace redefined
perceived notions of Hollywood glamour and ushered in an
age of sophistication and elegance. Her legacy on screen and
in fashion is undisputed and her image has become as
synonymous with her fame as her films. This book celebrates
Audrey Hepburn wearing a selection of her most beautiful,
stylish and outrageous hats from legendary designers such
as Givenchy and Dior. It features an extended section
dedicated to Cecil Beaton's outstanding costumes and hats in
My Fair Lady. This exquisite volume features stunning
photography and accompanying text from renowned fashion
writer, June Marsh."
Everyone, it seems, is a fan of Audrey's. She was Gigi, a
princess, Holly Golightly, a nun, Maid Marian, even an angel.
And we believed her in every role. But Audrey Hepburn was
also one of the most admired and emulated women of the
twentieth century, who encouraged women to discover and
highlight their own strength. By example, she not only
changed the way women dress--she forever altered the way
they viewed themselves. But Audrey Hepburn's beauty was
more than skin deep. "You know the Audrey you saw
onscreen? Audrey was like that in real life, only a million
times better," says designer Jeffrey Banks. For the first time,
this style biography reveals the details--fashion and
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otherwise--that contributed so greatly to Audrey's appeal.
Drawing on original interviews with Hubert de Givenchy,
Gregory Peck, Nancy Reagan, Doris Brynner, and Audrey
Wilder, as well as reminiscences of professional friends like
Steven Spielberg, Ralph Lauren, noted Hollywood
photographer Bob Willoughby, Steven Meisel, and Kevyn
Aucoin, Audrey Style brings the Audrey her family and friends
loved to life. With more than ninety color and black-and-white
photographs, many of which have never before been
published, and original designer sketches from Edith Head,
Hubert de Givenchy, Vera Wang, Manolo Blahnik, Alexander
McQueen, and others, Audrey Style gives measure to the
grace, humor, intelligence, generosity, and inimitable fashion
sense that was Audrey Hepburn.
Meet Audrey Hepburn as you've never seen her before in
Little Audrey’s Daydream: The Life of Audrey Hepburn, an
empowering children's book by her son and daughter-in-law,
Sean and Karin Hepburn Ferrer. Little Audrey's Daydream
tells the story of Audrey Hepburn's life from her own
perspective as a child growing up in Belgium and Holland,
and into her adult life as an actress, mother, and
humanitarian. • A beautiful, personal introduction to the life of
Audrey Hepburn: Audrey's extraordinary story unfolds during
her childhood in Holland, where her happy life of ice-skating
and dancing changes with the harsh realities of World War II.
As she daydreams about who she will become when the war
ends, her real-life story of fame, family, and charity work
unfolds. • A beacon of hope for children during difficult times:
Facing dire circumstances during Occupation, Audrey and her
family often don't have enough to eat. Despite the challenges,
Audrey never loses hope that, with spirit and determination,
her dreams can still come true. • All author proceeds will be
donated to EURORDIS: Following in the footsteps of his
mother's incredible humanitarian legacy, Sean Hepburn
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Ferrer and his wife Karen are donating all of their author
proceeds from the book to EURORDIS, the Voice of Rare
Disease Patients in Europe. • Whimsical illustration by
celebrated French couple: Little Audrey's Daydream is
beautifully illustrated by the legendary Dominique Corbasson
and Francois Avril. This book is Corbasson's last work. Little
Audrey's Daydream is an essential addition to the library of all
Audrey Hepburn fans and a beautiful introduction to the life of
Audrey Hepburn for children.
Assembled by Audrey Hepburn's son Luca Dotti, Audrey in
Rome is an intimate collection of almost two hundred candid
photographs of the beloved actress and much-imitated style
icon during the twenty-year period she made Rome her
home. A private album of rare snapshots—many never
published before—of Audrey Hepburn in her everyday life as a
citizen of the Eternal City, Audrey in Rome is a treasure for
every fan of her films and her impeccable, timeless style. With
an introduction by Dotti that reveals Audrey's private side and
three photo-filled chapters organized by decade, the book
captures the actress as she strolls around the city alone and
with family and friends, walks her Yorkie, Mr. Famous, has
breakfast in Piazza Navona, visits the local florist, and more.
The book also contains set photographs of the films she
made during her Rome years (Roman Holiday, War and
Peace, The Nun's Story, Breakfast at Tiffany's) and of the
famous clothes and accessories that helped create her iconic
look. Irresistible as the actress herself, Audrey in Rome
opens the door to Hepburn's personal world.
Twenty-five years after her passing, Audrey Hepburn remains
the most beloved of all Hollywood stars, known as much for
her role as UNICEF ambassador as for films like Roman
Holiday and Breakfast at Tiffany's. Several biographies have
chronicled her stardom, but none has covered her intense
experiences through five years of Nazi occupation in the
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Netherlands. According to her son, Luca Dotti, "The war
made my mother who she was." Audrey Hepburn's war
included participation in the Dutch Resistance, working as a
doctor's assistant during the "Bridge Too Far" battle of
Arnhem, the brutal execution of her uncle, and the ordeal of
the Hunger Winter of 1944. She also had to contend with the
fact that her father was a Nazi agent and her mother was proNazi for the first two years of the occupation. But the war
years also brought triumphs as Audrey became Arnhem's
most famous young ballerina. Audrey's own reminiscences,
new interviews with people who knew her in the war, wartime
diaries, and research in classified Dutch archives shed light
on the riveting, untold story of Audrey Hepburn under fire in
World War II. Also included is a section of color and blackand-white photos. Many of these images are from Audrey's
personal collection and are published here for the first time.
While trying to score a date with her cute co-worker at the
Scooper Dooper, sixteen-year-old Audrey gains unwanted
fame and celebrity status when her ex-boyfriend, a rock
musician, records a breakup song about her that soars to the
top of the Billboard charts. Reprint.
Here for the first time is the complete, captivating story of an
on-set romance that turned into a lifelong love story between
silver screen legends Audrey Hepburn and William Holden. In
1954, Hepburn and Holden were America's sweethearts. Both
won Oscars that year and together they filmed Sabrina, a
now-iconic film that continues to inspire the worlds of film and
fashion. Audrey & Bill tells the stories of both stars, from
before they met to their electrifying first encounter when they
began making Sabrina. The love affair that sparked on-set
was relatively short-lived, but was a turning point in the lives
of both stars. Audrey & Bill follows both Hepburn and Holden
as their lives crisscrossed through to the end, providing an
inside look at the Hollywood of the 1950s, '60s, and beyond.
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Through in-depth research and interviews with former friends,
co-stars, and studio workers, Audrey & Bill author Edward Z.
Epstein sheds new light on the stars and the fascinating times
in which they lived.
She was living evidence that fairy tales are real and that
angels can come down to earth. It was Colette who
discovered the too tall and too thin girl with expressive eyes,
then a complete unknown, and made her the lead in the 1951
Broadway production of Gigi. Her film triumphs were all the
more astonishing since she didn't match the usual Hollywood
clichés. Petite, almost androgynous, and with a disarming
naturalness, she had a worldwide impact on fashion and
beauty trends and was enthusiastically welcomed as an
alternative to the sex bombs and pin-up girls of the 50s. This
book, with an essay by Klaus-Jürgen Sembach, is dedicated
to Audrey Hepburn who died in 1993. It includes the best film
stills, portraits, and private photographs by well-known and by
unknown photographers from all over the world who have
provided us with an immortal image of Hollywood's most
endearing star.
In 1953, Paramount was making a film with a new actress
named Audrey Hepburn. Life magazine assigned one of its
top young photographers, Mark Shaw, to shoot a feature, and
he spent weeks with the star on and around the set. Shaw’s
extraordinary level of access resulted in an amazing array of
photos and over 60 rolls of film that captured the budding
ingénue's charm and grace on set and in everyday life. The
images chronicled Hepburn waking up at home, having her
hair washed at the beauty parlor, reading, relaxing, studying
the script, chatting with her costars and director Billy Wilder,
and acting in one of her most famous roles. Through the
handful of photographs published in Life for the Sabrina
article have become iconic images of Hepburn, the majority of
the negatives were misplaced and never published.
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Rediscovered 50 years later, these photographs offer a
stunning visual biography of Hepburn’s youth and rising star.
This luxurious book gathers 150 exclusive fashion sketches
by Hubert de Givenchy, done in May 2014. The book was
created as a gift to his muse and marvellous friend, Audrey
Hepburn. Some of Hubert de Givenchy's most beautiful
creations were born from their wonderful friendship. On and
off the big screen, Audrey Hepburn brought to these clothes
her exceptional charm: Sabrina (1954), Funny Face (1957),
Breakfast at Tiffany's (1961), How to Steal a Million (1966)...
Hubert de Givenchy's drawings dance on the pages, inviting
us to embark upon an exclusive retrospective of his most
beautiful designs, accompanied by his annotations, from the
famous Bettina blouse of 1952 to the wedding dress of his
last collection in 1995. We also find his creations for the
Empress of Iran, HRH Princess Grace of Monaco, the
princess Caroline of Monaco, the Duchess of Windsor, Jackie
Kennedy Onassis, Elizabeth Taylor, Marlene Dietrich and
many other iconic personalities. This book promises to be a
formidable source of inspiration for all the fashion addicts and
the lovers of the incomparable Givenchy style, that incarnates
french elegance and taste at their summit. Contents: Audrey
Hepburn; Audrey Hepburn Hats; Hommage to Madame Gres;
Madame Jackie Kennedy Onassis; Duchess of Windsor; Miro;
Berrard; Les Mariees."
After his parents divorce, high school junior Vinnie Gold
moves to Long Island with his mother and new stepfather and
must negotiate a secret crush and a rather complicated
connection with the popular girl next door.
The Audrey Hepburn legacy is one marked by both elegance
and excellence. From her timeless style to her extraordinary
acting talent, from her devotion to home and family to her
tireless work with UNICEF, Audrey's life has served as an
example to her many fans as one of style and purpose. THE
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AUDREY HEPBURN TREASURES will share with fans an
intimate and revealing portrait of the woman they admire and
adore. Throughout, Audrey's own words, drawn from existing
interviews, will be given centre stage, to create a unique
personal narrative for the story of her life. The surrounding
manuscript will be lavishly illustrated with approximately 200
black-and-white and colour photographs and documents from
the Hepburn Estate in addition to reproduced mementos from
Audrey's life that will be housed in 13 glassine envelopes
throughout the book.
Infatuated with actress Audrey Hepburn, young Toshi comes
of age in Tokyo, where he tries to make a living while
balancing family secrets, American friends and lovers, and his
own burgeoning identity
Traces the life and career of the popular film actress,
describes her major roles, and recounts her work on behalf of
UNICEF
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